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to the corporation tax and the capital gains
tax, over a period when a firm does not change
its equity policy. Moreover, as suggested by
Auerbach (1983) and Bulow and Summers
(1984), predetermined depreciation deductions
based on the expected economic depreciation
distort the marginal efficiency of risky invest
ments in particular. The reason is that the as
sociated capital risk is not shared by the tax
collector. Finally, there is an important dis
criminatory mechanism in that the corpora
tion tax of the traditional type actually per
mits cash-flow treatment of many less physi
cal investments like R&D expenditure.

The above conclusions suggest that even if
the tax base of corporations has been diluted
in many economies over the past years, this
is a reflection only of a decline in the average
tax rates on corporate income. More impor
tantly, the distortions at the margin have not
been eliminated in the process of revisions in
the tax structures. The crucial distinction
between the average tax rate and the margi-

The paper studies a corporation tax that, under certain conditions, implies that
the effective marginal corporation tax rate is zero. Thus, no problem ofdouble
taxation arises at the margin. Second, the tax allows for adjustment of the tax
base for capital risk, a property not shared by the expected economic de
preciation approach. Though the mechanisms are different, the tax thus shares
the major implications of the pure cash-flow corporation tax. Moreover, as
it is in the case of the cash-flow tax, the corporation tax is capitalized in share
prices. These implications arise if the credit market is not perfect enough to
allow for a flexible substitution between tax debt and market debt.

* This work is a revised version of the paper presented
at the symposium »Perspectives on Capital Income
Taxation in Europe», Helsinki June 11-12. 1987. I am
indebted to Hans- Werner Sinn, who pointed out that debt
and tax depreciation policies offirms may interact in a
way which has implications for the issues with which I
am dealing. The current version includes this extension.
I am also indebted to Alan Auerbach and Seppo Honka
pohja for helpful comments on the initial draft. Finan
cial support from the Finnish Academy and the Finnish
Cultural Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.

I For early references, cf Brown (/948), Smith (/963),
Sandmo (/974) and King (/975).

A favourite of many economists, the cash
flow corporation tax I, has so far eluded
wider acceptance by policy-makers as an al
ternative to the traditional corporation tax.
The major weaknesses associated with the
traditional corporate income tax arise from
the impossibility of implementing the proper
tax base. For this reason alone, the marginal
investment is subject to double taxation, i.e.

1. Introduction
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EFFICIENCY OF INVESTMENT

AND VALUATION OF SHARES



nal tax rate is very much emphasized in the
following sections.

Under the current circumstances, one is
strongly motivated to look for alternative ap
proaches to taxing corporations, i.e. those
which can be predicted to share .the desirable
features of the cash-flow corporation tax. It
is argued that a corporation tax with accele~

rated but non-predetermined depreciation de
ductions can yield this outcome. Flexibility in
the tax allowance policy is not uncommon in
the European tax systems. The c1earist example,
however, is the Nordic tax (prevalent in Fin
land and in Sweden). It is manifested in the
observation that most firms systematically
carry forward a stock of unclaimed tax al
lowances. While this would not be expected
to happen under perfect capital market con
ditions, where market debt and tax debt are
subsitutable, the paper discusses the case
where rigidities in credit contracts prevent the
desired substitution. In the latter case, when
a firm pursues the standard equity policy with
a positive payout ratio and no new share
issues, the corporation tax falls on intra
marginal profits. There is no discrimination
against new capital since the marginal return
avoids the conventional double taxation (Le.
it is subject to the capital gains tax, only).
However, if the marginal investment avoids
the corporation tax. the latter will be capita
lized in equilibrium share values when retained
earnings are the marginal source of funds.
This follows from the constraint which
dictates that dividends arc not allowed to ex
ceed the reported profits after the corporation
tax, i.e. for firms which do not regard market
debt and tax debt as substitutable any change
in the tax allowance policy is associated with
a corresponding change in cash dividends. (It
is assumed that no tax-free income exists).

In the case discussed above the corporation
tax forms an additional cause for the widely
discussed »)undervaluation» of shares. 2 This
becomes a problem if dividends are heavily
taxed at the personal level. The double taxa
tion of dividends can be eliminated and the
resulting share undervaluation reduced if a

1 The .....ell-known reason for Ihe deviation of the
share price from the replacement value ofcopilot is due
to Ihe differentialed lax Ireatment ofdividends and capilal
gains (cf Bergstrom and SoderSlen (1977). Auerbach
(1979). and Edwards and Keen (/983)).
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split rate form of corporation tax is applied. 3

Different results hold if firms operate in the
conditions of a perfect capital market or, al
ternatively, if they for some reason choose to
issue new shares. Jt is shown that the effect
of the accelerated depreciation is to reduce the
double taxation. Direct comparison of the re·
suiting steady-state capital intensities under
different credit market conditions is not,
however, possible. This is because the savers'
required rate of return would be different,
too.

2. Retained Earnings and Debt
as Sources of Funds: The Case
of a Perfect Capital Market

Let 8 denote the expected tax rate on divi
dends and c the expected effective tax rate on
future capital gains. Assume that the ex
pectations concerning the tax rates are held
with certainty and that the anticipated future
changes in tax rates are ruled out. Expecta
tions concerning future dividends need not be
held with certainty, but risk-neutrality is as
sumed. Denote the rate of share issues per unit
of time by VN. Let ip stand for the rate of in
terest income with the tax rate t p ' The port
folio equilibrium of existing share-holders re
quires that the part of lost interest income and
dilution of equity due to new share issues that
is not compensated by current dividends has
to be covered by the expected appreciation of
the value. Hence, after adjusting for taxes, it
holds, say at point t I

(I) (I-c) Vet,) = (I-t,) i, V(t,)+

(I-c) vN(t,)-(1-9) D(t,).

This is the derivative, with respect to tl' of

(2) Vet,) = f[(I-9) D(t)/(I-c)-VN(t)]

"
exp (-p(t-t,n dt

with p = i (l-t )/(l-c). Maximization of
(2) is view;d as the proper target of the firm

.I Dividend fax relief was pari of Presidenl Reagan's
Treasury I and Treasury /I proposals for the U.S. tax re
form. but ;1 did nol pass. Finlond is on example of a
counlry which grants dil'idend lax relief.
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assuming that one can abstract from the
agency problem.

As in Boadway and Bruce (1983), one wants
to differentiate between the accounting value
of the firm (B) and its capital, valued at the
replacement prices (PKK). Let 0 denote the
(expected) current rate of depreciation of K
as the factor of production. Let 0* stand for
the rate of tax depreciation, applied to the
undepreciated accounting value of capital. Ir
I denotes gross investment, one has

. .
(3) PKI = PK(K + oK) = B+ o'B.

The difference between Boadwayand Bruce
(1983) and here is that o· is regarded as the
control variable of the firm instead of being
a predetermined constant. It has to satisfy 0
:5:; 0+ :s: &. where "& is given by the tax law.
The assumption throughout is that S > S.
If the firm applies o· > 0, it is most reason
able to interpret this as tax debt.

Let G(t) denote the corporate debt with if
standing for the nominal rate of interest (ir
= ip under the assumption of perfect capital
market). Then the reported (accounting) prof
its can be expressed as follows

(4) P = pn(K)-i,G-o'B.

If G < 0, this is equivalent to the assump
tion that the firm is investing in financial as
sets at the rate if. Here p1t(K) stands for
expected nominal earnings with 1tK > 0,
1tKK < O. It is reasonable to think that the
tax allowance decomposes as 0·8 == o~B +
o~IB. Here o~B and o~,B can be interpreted
as the tax allowances associated with intra
marginal and marginal capital, respectively.

If the split rate tax system is applied, cur
rent dividends can be deducted from the tax
base up to the fraction 0 :s y .:S l. The divi
dend payments are viewed to be constrained
by

(5) 0 oS D oS wP

with w = (I-<)/(I-y<), where < is the cor
poration tax rate. In the classical system y =
O. while it is positive in the split rate system.
Hence, in the latter system a unit of the
distributed dividends gives rise to a tax shield
of size yt.

Substitution of (4) into (5) reveals that the
dividend constraint transforms the constraint
on the feasible rate of tax allowance into the
following expression

(6) 0' oS min (6, 6')

with 6' = [pn(K)-i,G-D/w)lB.

Finally, current investment is given by the
after·tax cash flow including new share issues

(7) PKI = (1-<) pn(K)+G-(I-<) i,G-

(l-y<) O+fo'B+VN.

Firms operating in conditions of a perfect
capital market feel free to issue short-term
debt only and with the option of adjusting the
debt outstanding immediately at zero cost.
Accelerated depreciation in turn gives rise to
tax debt in the sense that the tax liability as
sociated with any particular project is initially
reduced but raised subsequently. Sinn (1987)
has argued that at any given point in time it
is optimal for a firm to maximize its tax debt.
Substitution of interest-free debt at an early
stage of an asset's life for ordinary debt with
positive interest costs is value·increasing. For
any given investment program this initially in
volves substitution of retained earnings for
debt and carrying out the reverse substitution
thereafter. By definition, this means substitu
tion of the capital gains tax for interest tax
in the early stage, which is beneficial if c < ~.

Compare two policies described by (D, u,
J) and (D', G', 1') with J ~ o'B. Sinn's
arguments goes as follows. A switch from the
first to the second policy is beneficial if

(8) 6 V(t,) = f((I-9) (O'(t)-O(t»)/(I-c)J
'.

exp (-p(t-t,» dt > O.

If one now defines 6X = X'-X with
X = (D, G, J), one can derive

6V(l,) = 1-9 f[6(;-
(I-F) (I-c)"

(I-f) i,6G + f6JJ exp (-p(t-t,» dt

or
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(9) ~Y(t ,) = 1-9 (j(~G-
(I-yt) (I-c) I,

p~G) exp (-p(t-I ,» dt +

t -c'"=---= J ~J exp (-p(t-t,» dt).
l-c .,

Here use has been made of the substitution
assumption i{AG = -6J. The first term in
(9) equals zero. But the second term is posi
tive if the latter policy represents tax deprecia
tion which is more accelerated than in the
former policy and if t p > c.

Let us look into the implications of this
result for our model. First, unclaimed tax
allowances never exisl because the maximum
allowances can be continuously utilized. Thus
0'" = S. Second, the dividend constraint (5)
does not play any role. Consider then the op
timal policy of a firm under these circum
stances pursuing an equilibrium policy with no
planned new share issues. The firm is assumed
to be generating enough profits to finance its
replacement investments and to pay positive
dividends. Let us consider a program that
maximizes the following Hamiltonian (in cur
rent values)

(10) H, (O(t), G(I); K(t), B(t), G(t» =

1-9 0(1) + A'(I) ]«1) + A8 (1) 8(t)+
I-c

A"(I) G(I).

0(1) and G(t) are regarded as Ihe controls.
K(I), B(I) and G(l) are Ihe stale variables,
while A", AB and AG are interpreted as the
marginal valuations of the state variables.

The first-order conditions are given by4

(II) 1-9 _ (A'/p, + loB) (I-y,) = 0
I-c

(12) A'/p,+A8 +AG = 0

(13) (A'/p, + A8
) (I-t) P",

A' (p + B) ~ -).'

• Assuming lhar thl! associated lrans\'ersaIiIY condi
lions hold, lhese conditions are sufficient. too, sin~ the
maximized H,-fimclion is concave in lhe stale variables.
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(14) (A'/p,+A8 ) tS-AB (p+S) ~ _loB

(15) (A'/p, + loB) (I-t) i,+AGp = loG.

Using (II) and (12) denole

1-9(16) q> ~ ~

(I-c) (I-yt)

Thus, one can conclude that in equilibrium
the marginal valuation of dehL (AG = -cp) is
distorted from -1 by taxes on personal capi
tal income unless this is eliminated by the de
ductibility of dividends by corporations. Yel
indifference between retained profits and debt
as the source of funds holds when the after
tax cost of borrowing equals the discount rate
of the share-holders, Le. (I-t) if = p. Th.is
can be seen from (lS) after noticing that )..G

= 0 from (l6). In this case, the firm is indif
ferent with respect to the timing of cash divi
dends.

By e1iminaling loB from (14) using (16), one
obtains

This is the partial marginal valuation of ca
pital. The additional tax shield based on the
increased tax depreciation is given by AB =
<j>tS/(p+S). (Use (16) and (17) obtain Ihis.)
The total marginal valuation of capital rela
tive to the replacement value is given by

(18) (aYlaK +aylaB)/p, = q>.

This result is applicable in empirical cal
culations of »Tobin's q». Condition (l6) sug
gests that <p depends not only on the tax rates
on dividends and capital gains but also on the
tax rate on corporate profits if dividends are
deductible.

Finally, from (13) one can solve the (gross)
required rate of return on marginal investment
as

(19) ", = A' (p+B-~'/A')
q>(I-t)p

l-tS/(p+5) .
= (P,/p) (p + B-p,/p,).

I-t
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Reca1ling that p is grossed·up by the ratc
of capital gains tax, (19) indicates the double
taxation effect. h is partially eliminated by the
accelerated lax depreciation.

3. Credit Contracts and Rigidities
in Capital Markets

Empirical observations with Swedish and
Finnish data are in contradiction with the
result discussed above, i.e. that the firms con
tinuously maximize their tax debt. Bergstrom
and S6dersten (1984) report that Swedish
firms systematically carry forward unclaimed
tax allowances. Kanniainen (1987) reports that
for large Finnish manufacturing firms the
share of annual tax depreciation relative to
economic depreciation has varied actually
within 0.61-0.93 in the period 1976-83 even
if the lax regulations allow accelerated de·
preciation. At the same time the annual rate
of inventory deduction has varied between
0.26-0.31. Firms using the allowed maxi
mum or 0.50 (0.40 since 1986) have been ex
ceptions rather than the rule.

Three potential explanations are at hand.
First, the interest income of financial assets
like government bonds, deposits, etc., has
been untaxed in Finland for individuals,
though not for all institutions. Due to the five
year holding period rule, the effective capital
gains tax has been in many cases zero, too.
For these reasons, it is possible that condition
(2.8) has not held, though with heterogenous
owners there is the question of the proper dis
count rate. Moreover, while it cannot be ruled
out that the firms might have been indifferent
between tax debt and market debt in the case
in Finland, this does not apply to Sweden
where the condition 1'p > c holds.

The second potential explanation recognizes
that some firms have hardly paid any state in
come tax at all. Given that they have paid their
cash dividends out of tax-free corporate in
come, it is evident that the dividend contraint
(5) has not constituted an effective restriction.
For these firms, the value of additional tax
shields in the form of tax debt is reduced to
zero when their tax liability to the government
IS zero.

The third explanation applies to firms which
have paid income taxes but which nevenhcless

carry unclaimed tax allowances. It is based on
the argument that the capital market does not
actually provide the flexibility presumed by
the model used by Sinn (1987). Assume that,
due to fixed costs of debt flotation or negotia
tion, investment loan contracts associated with
any given project are of the once-and-for-all
type. Once a contract has been made there is
only limited freedom to renegotiate. Even
under a stable cash flow Sinn's model requires
an increase in the stock of credit over time.
In an imperfect capital market under asym
metric information between the firms and the
credit markets or credit institutions a firm's
increased demand for credit in a later stage
of the asset's life could be misinterpreted as
a signal that the firm's cash flow has been re
duced. Apparently, firms have an incentive to
avoid this signal in order to prevent the po
tential increase in the interest rate on debt as
sociated with re-evaluation of the riskiness of
the project.

An argument can be put forward that the
original contract could include the desired
substitutability of debt for tax depreciation
subsequently. But given that the actual cash
flow of the firm really is stochastic the re
quired variability in the stock of credit may
be very large. For example, suppose that in
»period» t the cash flow turns down arising
again in »period» t + .6.1. Claiming all tax
allowances in both periods necessitates a sub
stantial reduction of debt in period t while re
Quiring an increase in debt again in period t
+ .6.1. If debt and internal financing are sub
stitutes, one expects that exactly the opposite
takes place and (his is indeed what empirical
observations suggest.

What has been suggested above is the fol
lowing. While it is the case that due to (he po
sitive interest rate the ordinary debt is inferior
to the interest-free tax debt, the relative rigi
dities and costs in adjustment of these debts
will change the picture. Indeed, tax deprecia
(ion can be adjusted with the stroke of a pen
while real costs are involved in changing credit
contracts.

Obviously, a full treatment of the above
view is non-tractable. We will, however, adapt
our current framework for the analysis of the
implications of (his view in the following way.
Assume (hat (he rigidities in the adjustment
of (he time path of debt exceed those of
adjusting tax allowances. For (his reason,

1
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perties. The tax allowance is planned to be
kept equal to the replacement investment, i.e.
o·B = PKI = PKoK. Suppose that over the
time horizon (t l , t2) the firm expects to carry
some unclaimed tax allowances due to intra
marginal capital. Then o· < 5, which implies
B, = Ttl = O. Moreover, the marginal valua
tion of the additional base for tax deprecia
tion has to be zero, i.e. AB == O. From (21)
and (22) one can then solve for the marginal
valuation of capital relative to the replacement
cost as

assume thai in selection of the tax allowance
policy, debt contracts are regarded as pre
determined: If no planned changes in debt
take place G = O. The optimal program can
be found from maximization of the following
Hamiltonian

(20) H,(D(t), o'(t); K(t), 8(t) =

1-6 D(t)+AK(t) K(t)+A"(t) 8(t)+
I-c

a(t) (OlP(t)-D(tl) + P,(t) (S-O'(t)) +

P,(t) (S'(I)-o'(t)).
(25) AK/PK = ",0---,',,-).'-.:(1---,6",)/..,,(.:..1...2c)

I-y,

(21 )

"

l-
•

;

"

This is the constrained Hamiltonian ad
justed for restrictions (5) and (6). If it hap
pens that S = S', condition (P, + P,) (i'i
o'(t)) = 0 is needed where P, + P, " O.
Otherwise, P, > 0 = P; = 0 (i '" j).

It should be pointed out that constraints (5)
and (6) are most relevant in a truly dynamic
framework of investment behavior. See Ihe
author (1986) for such an analysis. For
example, due to the dividend constraint, a
steady level of cash dividends is not possible
unless o· is kept below its maximum from
time to time. Let us consider here a situation
where the expected time path of the cash flow
over some time horizon (t1• t2) is stable
though the firm understands that the actual
path is variable. Assuming risk neutrality,
only the expected path matters for the for
mulation of the optimal policy and it is given
by the following conditions

1-6 -(AK/PK+A') O-y,)
I-c
a-n,lOl = 0

(22) n,+n, = (AK/PK+A') '-A"-aw

(23) (AK/PK + A') (1-') pnK+

(aOl+n,) pnK-AK(o+p) = _)"K

(24) (AK/PK+A') ,0'-aOlo'-n,i'i'

A'(O'+p) = -),,'

Here the notation Tti = B,IB (i = I, 2) has
been used.

The planned policy has the following pro-

Then using (25) and (23) one can express the
gross required rate of return on the marginal
investment as

(26) nK = PK (p + O-PK/PK)'
P

Equation (26) suggests that the capital in
vestment continues up to the point where the
present value of the marginal return, dis
counted by the rate free of the corporation
tax, is equal to zero. While the effective mar
ginal tax rate is equal to zero, the whole bur
den of the corporation tax falls on the old
capital and hence is renected in share prices,
as can be seen from (25). The other effect
which depresses the share prices is the tradi
tional one as implied by the )mew view of
equity finance». Both these mechanisms are
counteracted by application of a split rate tax
system with a dividend deduction (y > 0).

The results derived in this section are anal·
ogous to the cash-flow corporation tax. But
there are some differences in the mechanisms
which give rise to these properties. The value
of the marginal project is the present value of
the returns it generates minus the present value
of the associated tax liability. Like the cash
flow corporation tax, the Nordic tax falls on
old capital (and on pure economic profits).
But in the former, the zero present value of
taxes on the marginal project is obtained
through an initial tax subsidy followed by a
subsequent positive tax on the return on the
marginal project. i.e. the investment costs are
deducted immediately. Since the dividends are
taxed at the cash-flow tax rate, this is capita
lized in share values. These same properties
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with the transversality condition

(28) V(t,) e"" ~ (I-6) O/(I-c)

4. New Share Issues as the
Marginal Source of Funds

In a sense A(s) summarizes the past history
of the firm.

The above discussion is cast in terms of the
expected Future cash flow of a firm. The effi
ciency implications hinge upon whether or not
the firm expects to carry a stock of unclaimed
allowances in the long fun. The answer deter
mines whether the corporation tax interferes
with the long·run capital intensity or not.

I
1

1
j

1

1
(30) A'+p,AB = P,

(31) _I (A'+p,A') t_AB ~ ~,+~,
P,

(32) _I (A' + p,AB) (I-t) P",_
p,
A' (S+p)+~,P", = -i'

(33) _I (A'+p,A') tS--A' (S-+p)-
P, .
~,p" (K)/B = _AB•

(29) H,(V"(I), S-(t); K(I). B(I»

(_VN(t» + A'(t) K(t) + A'(t) 8(1) +

P,(t) (f)-S-(t)) + P,(I) (f)'(I)-S-(I)).

This is (again) a linear programming prob
lem, where VN is assumed to be positive but
no other constraints are imposed. Hence. the
model can, in the first instance, be used to
characterize the equilibrium with respect to the
state variables. BUI it is also possible to con
clude the optimal values of the control vari
ables.

The first-order conditions read as

during the periods of new share issues the
share prices have to be independent of any tax
parameters can be interpreted as the portfolio
equilibrium condition for existing owners.
Hence, we have to show that a one·unit in
crease in capital increases the aggregate (post
issue) value of the firm's shares accordingly.
But we also want to find out the fraction of
this appreciation which is attributed to an in
crease in the net present value of the future
tax shields associated with the marginal invest
ment. Intuitively. the latter will be of positive
value because the firm does nOl carry forward
a positive slock of unclaimed allowances.

Under the policy of new share issues, the
objective of the firm is to maximize, for each
t E (to, I,)

"J(-VN(t)) e-"dl + V(t,),V(luJ ~ max

(VN(I), S-(I»

(27)

From time to time, new shares are issued.
The well-known result is that during such pe·
riads, no dividends are paid (d. Auerbach
(1979), Edwards and Keen (1983». However,
any firm having a positive net worth must
eventually start paying dividends.

Hence, we assume that the firm pursues the
policy of new share issues only over a limited
time period, say (to. t l ), after which it will
switch to the policy studied in the previous sec
tion.

From (2), the firm's objective reads

are obtained in the Nordic tax through a dif
ferent mechanism. There is no immediate
write-off. But the unclaimed tax allowances
associated with the intramarginal capital can
be used to reduce the tax liability of the mar
ginal capital down to zero. For any given past
tax allowance policy. the stock of unclaimed
deductions is given by

A(s) = j p,I, (e-'·'-e-") dt.
-~

D denotes the equilibrium dividend for 1 >
(t- From (27) one can see that new share is
sues give rise to capital losses on existing
shares which have to be compensated. Other
wise, the current shareholders would want to
change their portfolio. Hence the result that

Since in the financial policy regime to be
studied here no dividends are being paid, the
firm has no incentive to leave any lax al
lowances unclaimed. Thus, it will minimize its
current tax liability and maximize its tax debt.
The analysis is simplified because the case min
(f), f)') = f)' in (6) is rather trivial. The tOlaI

i

j

•
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(36) AB(t,) = jT8e-"'''' dt=TZ...

(34) V" = p,oK-(I-T) po (K)-T8B+
(I-T) irO.

Acquiring one unit of new capital gives rise
to future returns both in the sense of corporate
earnings and additional future tax shields.
Their current values can be solved from (32)
and (33) as the following present values

This is the same result as (19). It highlights
the double taxation effect at the margin due
to the joint impact of the corporation tax and
the capital gains tax (through pl. Hence, the
traditional types of the cost-of-capital for
mulas in the Nordic case are valid only during
periods when firms do not carry forward un-

, As a final commenl on Ihis seclion, it should be
mentioned thai a switch from Ihe equity policy with new
share issues ro a regime where the firm refrains from is·
suing sharl!5 brings along a decline in lhe requiTi!d rerurn
on imoestmenl. Hence, there exists u transitory pen"od Oloer
which the firm has incenril'es to grow.
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the margin one needs Z = I. s

5. Final Remarks

•= J(1-r) 1t"e-(II~PII dt..A'(to)

p,/p , . I
0, = (I-TZ) (P+u-P, p,)

(I-T)

(35)

(37)

The equilibrium share price is characterized
consequently by the condition (cf. (30» avI
aK + aVlaB ~ A' + p,A" = p,. This isthe
assened equality between the share values and
the replacement values. Note that 0 < )..a(to)
< T from (36), which implies A'(to) < I.

For convenience, set the origin to equal to
O. Using (32), (30) and (36) one obtains (I-T)
po, ~ p, (0 + p) (I-TZ)-A'. Differ
c;nliatin~ (30) with respect to time, one finds
A" = p" (l-rZ). Thus, in the financial
regime we are studying, the gross required re
turn on capital is given by

taxable profit for such a firm is zero and the
firm is tax-exhausted. Obviously, the cor
poration tax can have no effect on its mar
ginal investment as the marginal tax rate is
equal to zero. Hence, in the subsequent dis
cussion firms which are tax-exhausted can be
excluded. Take the derivative of the uncon
strained Hamiltonian in (29) with respect to
o' to find aHj/ao' ~ [T_ABj B. This is po
sitive (see below). Hence, in the current case
it is optimal for the firm to follow the bang
bang solution o· = S implying 1h = O. Then
(since P•.:I = p"oK) the nominal value of new
share issues per unit of time is given from (7)
as

>
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COMMENT ON KANNIAINEN

SEPPO HONKAPOHJA
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land

The basic idea of this paper is quite intri·
guing. It explores the »New Nordic View»'
according to which the tax allowances which
are left to firms' discretion within legal limits
may lead to neutrality at the level of the
corporation tax. This is thought to be a
desirable feature, and it happens e.g. with the
well-known cash-now tax corporate tax systems
proposed in the literature. The desirability of
neutrality stems from it being the case of ab
sence of distorlions at that juncture. [f al the
margin the effective corporate tax rate is zero,
then only intra-marginal profits are being
taxed, and the tax parameters are reflected in
the valuation of the firms but they do not in
fluence investment and other real decisions.
This is indeed the case in some of the main
results of the paper.

In section 2 it is pointed out that under per
fect capital markets Ihe neutral outcome can
not be true, as it is typically optimal to use
the allowances up to tbe legal limits. The main
argument of the pap~r, presented in section

/ The poper by Bergslr6tn & S(J(Jersten contains a
similar argument. Hence the Name ."New Nordic Vie~.

malinvestment Policy by Firms)., The Research in
stitute of Ihe Finnish Economy. discussion papers 218.

Kanniainen, V. (ed.) (1987): ."TheStock Market, Taxa
tion of CopilaI Income, and Investment in Finland,.
(in Finnish). The Research Institute of [he Finnish
Economy. B 55.

King, M.A. (1975): »Taxation, Corporate Financial Po
licy, and [he Cost of Capital: A COmmenh), Journal
of Public Economics 4, 27 J-80.

King, M.A. (1986): »Take-overs, Taxes and the Stock
Markel», London School of Economics.

Sandmo, A. (1974): »Investment Incelllives and the Cor
poration Income Tax», Journal of Political Economy
82, 287-302.

Sinn, H.W. (1987): »Capitallncome Taxation and Re
source AliocatioDl., forthcoming 1987.

Smith. V.L. (1%3): »Tax Depreciation Policy and Invest
menl Theory». International Economic Review 4.
80-91.

Stiglitz, J. and A. Weiss (1981): )Credit Rationing in
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3. appears to be that capital mark.et imperfec
tions may provide an explanation for the New
Nordic View, which according to the available
evidence is the empirically relevant case. The
data suggests that most often allowances are
not used up to the legal limits.

[t is quite important 10 Iry 10 understand
the precise nature of the neutrality/non
neutrality results in order to assess their
domain of validity. First, it must be pointed
out that the derivation of the results in done
for Ihe long-run equilibrium or steady-state
behaviour in section 3 of the paper. Looking
at that model more closely, it in fact turns oul
lhal the main resullS (25) and (26) also partly
hold dynamically. namely for those pans of
the dynamic time path in which TIl (I) = 0
for an interval of time L Note that this is the
regime in which the firm is leaving unused
some of the available tax allowances. On the
other hand, in the other main regime TIl > 0
the tax allowances are at maximal level, and
lhen (25) and (26) do nol hold.

In fact, it can be shown that this latter case
is only a transient regime in the model, and
the steady Slate must involve III = O. This is

I
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seen most easily, first, from (6) which at a
steady state takes the form
-
1)' ~ (pn(K)-D/w)/ii = g* s1).

and. second. from substituting (22) into (25)
which after some manipulations yields

with the last equality resulting from the steady
state requirement. Clearly. AD = 0 in general
only in the steady state, as an increase in the
accounting value of the firm has positive mar·
gina] effect on the true value of the firm in
general.

In section 4 it is moreover shown that at
periods of new share issues the neutrality re
sult does not hold either. 11 must be kept in
mind that the model of sections 3 and 4 makes
heavy use of the hypothesis of capital market
imperfections. Given all these qualifications
it appears by way of an assessment that the
theoretical basis of the New Nordic View is
not a generally valid one. In empirical situa
tions the main criterion for distinguishing
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between the regimes seems then to turn to the
question of whether any given firm is using
the tax allowance to the maximum legal limit.
Since one may expect different firms to be in
different situations at any point in time, it is
legitimate to inquire about the proper cost-of
capital formula for any aggregative data set.
The New Nordic View seems to pose problems
for empirical research!

The paper may in general be taken as an in
teresting exploration offering an explanation
to the surprising fact that in Finland and Swe
den the allowances are typically not used to
the maximum legal limit. The limited domain
of validity of the offered eplanation suggests
that this problem ought to be explored still
more.
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